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Southampton graduate student joins PMWL research team
Ömer Dağli joins PM World Library internship program in UK
12 January 2018 – Dallas, TX, USA and Southampton, UK – PM World has
announced the appointment of Mr Ömer Berkey Dağli as a project management
research intern for the PM World Library. Ömer is currently a Master’s degree
candidate at Southampton Business School, University of Southampton, based in
UK for the academic year 2017-2018.
Mr. Dağli previously served as an Officer on Watch for over 30 months on board chemical tankers,
based in different routes all round the world where he served Third and Second Officer. He
completed his graduation in Marine Transportation Management dual diploma with honours from
both Istanbul Technical University, Turkey and State University of New York Maritime College,
USA in 2014.
Major Field of Study: Project Management, Logistics and Inter-Modal Transportation; Research
interests: Global Project Management, Leadership, PM Planning, Project Management,
Programme and Portfolio Management, PM Strategy, Project Governance, Diverse Stakeholders
Management, Projects execution and control, Transportation Projects Management, Inter-Modal
Transportation Projects.
PM World offers virtual project management research internships to university students worldwide
who are studying project management at recognized universities. Internships offer students an
opportunity to research specific program/project management topics, network with other interns,
gain significant visibility and contribute to PM World’s dual missions of knowledge sharing and
continuous learning related to program and project management around the world. On completion,
they receive a certificate and letter of reference. To see participating interns, go to
http://pmworldlibrary.net/university-interns/
To learn more about Ömer Dağli and to follow his research, visit his intern profile page at
https://pmworldlibrary.net/omer-berkay-dagli/
To learn more about PM World student internship opportunities, go to
http://pmworldlibrary.net/students/ and scroll down to “internships” or contact
info@pmworldlibrary.net
The PM World Library (PMWL) is a global resource for continuous learning in portfolio, program
and project management (P/PM). The PMWL is produced and maintained by PM World, a small
private company based in the United States but owned and managed by stakeholders in Australia,
Europe and North America. Contents are created by authors, correspondents and student interns
worldwide. PM World also publishes the monthly PM World Journal (PMWJ), a web-based
publication featuring dozens of articles, papers and stories about projects and project management
around the world. To learn more, visit www.pmworldlibrary.net and www.pmworldjournal.net.

